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CBRE Data Center Solutions was retained by Client to deliver integrated data center operations to mission-critical sites across APAC. CBRE 
initially secured responsibility for maintaining and operating all mechanical and electrical equipment within Client-owned data centers in 
Singapore and Hong Kong. Due to the team’s seamless transition with zero impact to business operations, CBRE was awarded additional 
scope including the provision of Technology Services (ICT Smart Hands services) in Singapore, Hong Kong, Thailand and India. CBRE was 
challenged with providing both facilities and technology services via one team across two million square feet of mission-critical space in four 
countries and territories.

“It has been a great business partnership experience to 
have CBRE as our provider. The transition of 
outsourcing functions was very professionally managed 
by CBRE as they retained the relevant talent and 
ensured the smooth takeover of uptime. Being our key 
service partner, CBRE continues to play a significant role 
in our transformation and consolidation of DC 
footprints. CBRE has set a very good benchmark for the 
rest of our managed service providers by proactively 
managing the service improvement areas and timely 
fulfilling business requirements.”     

- Client Managed Services Lead

Andy Hobbs
APAC Executive Director

andy.hobbs@cbre.com
+65 8522 8994
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The Challenge

With the expanded scope and geographies, the CBRE-Client team came together to deliver a full-suite of Converged Data Center 
Operations, which includes FM and Technology Services (ICT Smart Hands services). The unique converged operations model is comprised 
of data center technicians that are both FM and IT proficient. This synergy delivers even greater value for the Client:

Increased efficiencies. With Critical Facilities Technicians cross-trained for Technology roles and vice-versa, we optimize staff 
deployments during off-peak hours, resulting in substantial cost savings and less operational handoffs. 

Reduced costs. CBRE Technicians self-perform nearly 80% of all maintenance and troubleshooting activities. Specialist vendors are only 
engaged to resolve issues that require OEM diagnostics and customized tools to diagnose or resolve. Typically this translates into annual 
savings of more than 60% of specialist vendor reactive maintenance costs. CBRE Engineers’ competency has directly translated into reduced 
OEM maintenance scope and frequency, and therefore substantial cost savings compared to the traditional managing agent model. (e.g., 
CRAC unit maintenance reduced from monthly to semi-annual as CBRE Engineers are able to self-perform the monthly scope.)
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Converged FM and Technology model delivers simplified and de-risked operations
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Supplier rationalization. With our expertise in network cabling and intimate knowledge of the client’s equipment, global standards 
and operational requirements, we lead discussions on the client’s behalf. We leverage our global supply chain of preferred suppliers and 
offer the client a choice of pre-qualified and competent vendors for their procurement needs. 

Increased visibility into operations and costs. We provide insight into key spare parts along with utilization rates. With data center 
space at a premium, this ensures that the client is able to operate with minimal storage space. CBRE has also partnered with regional 
vendors to support the client with ‘just-in-time’ delivery options for critical spare parts that are held away from the client’s premises. 
Moreover, CBRE represents the client at regional Change Approval Board meetings for both Technology and M&E change requests. Our
regional operations team and its leadership ensure that any change management risks are communicated to the global Change Approval 
Board with sufficient risk mitigation measures put in place. 

As part of the transition, the CBRE team completed ‘Project X’ whereas we managed and executed the relocation of the key network
equipment racks with 240 devices to a different colocation site ahead of the actual schedule. CBRE is also managing the migration to a 
colocation facility over the next 12 months.

Additionally, the team successfully took on responsibility for the following: 
● Hardware implementation across various business units 
● Hardware troubleshooting and replacements on servers and network switches
● Change task ticketing management; tickets monitoring and incidents handling as per the required SLA requirement
● Store/warehousing including record maintenance and updating
● Power maintenance
● Regular DC audits including SOC2 and ISO 
● Projects spanning major tasks such as implementing technology machinery in data halls
● DC relocation including data hall equipment migration 

Today the team includes 23 full-time cross-trained employees and continues to deliver 100% uptime and the highest standards of quality 
and service.
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